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QUESTION 1

Which statement is correct about security on a wireless network? 

A. 802.1X with EAP-TLS mode provides encryption without authentication. 

B. In MAC authentication, the MAC address can be spoofed. 

C. 802.1X with PEAP MSCHAPV2 provides authentication without encryption. 

D. MAC authentication provides encryption. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is an advantage of the HP IMC Wireless Service Manager (WSM)? 

A. An organization can centrally configure WLAN deployments of up to 10,000 FIT access points. 

B. An organization can centrally manage WLAN deployments of up to 5,000 FIT access points. 

C. An organization can configure switches, routers, and access controllers from a central location. 

D. An organization can manage guest access through the command line interface. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which components participate in the HP BYOD authentication process? (Select two.) 

A. HTTP agent 

B. Wireless Service Manager (WSM) 

C. User Access Manager DHCP agent 

D. User Access Manager 

E. BYOD portal server 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx%2F4AA4-5149ENW.pdf (page 4) 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A client can roam successfully between AP1 and AP2. However, the client is unable to roam between AP2 and AP3.
What could be the problem? 

A. The client is not using RSN+802.1X authentication mode. 

B. The AP2 and AP3 are not in the same mobility group. 

C. The network is using IPv6. 

D. The IACTP service has been disabled on AC1. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 
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The access controller (AC) has configured session-mode load balancing. The maximum number of sessions is
configured as 5. The maximum session gap is configured as 4. Client 1 is associated with API Clients 2 to 6 are
associated with AP2. Client 7 can only hear AP2. Client 7 attempts to associate to AP2. 

What happens? 

A. AP2 allows client 7 to associate with it, after client 7 sends multiple association attempts to AP2. 

B. AP2 accepts client 7 association requests and forces client 2 to connect to AP1 by sending client 2 a disassociation
request 

C. AP2 accepts client 7 association requests, as the load balancing threshold values have not been met. 

D. AP2 rejects all client 7 association requests. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the purpose of Transparent MAC authentication? 

A. to allow endpoints associated with a valid account to register on the BYOD page 

B. to allow endpoints associated with the Default BYOD user to authenticate transparently 
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C. to allow endpoints associated with a valid account to authenticate transparently 

D. to allow endpoints associated with a valid guest account to register on the BYOD page 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

How can a network administrator set up User Manager (UAM) redundancy? 

A. By installing a UAM server with two wireless controllers 

B. By setting an Active and a Standby server sharing a common IP address 

C. By setting an Active and Standby server sharing common storage 

D. By installing two servers in a cluster where each is defined with a separate IP address and a shared virtual IP 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit. 

What does the Auth Mode enable? 

A. sets the authentication mechanism(s) that must be used by clients if they wish to roam between access controllers 

B. adds message integrity checks to messages sent between access controllers in the roaming group 

C. ensures that all traffic between access controllers is encrypted 

D. ensures access controllers are authenticated before they join the roaming group 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 9

An employee wants to register an endpoint using wireless and the HP BYOD portal of a company with credentials of the
corporate account. What is the correct order of steps to register the endpoint? (Place the steps in the correct order.) 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 10

When accessing the wireless network in 802.1X with EAP-TLS, what do the user endpoints require? 

A. username and password of the user\\'s account 
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B. client certificate or root certificate 

C. client certificate and root certificate 

D. MS-CHAPV2 to be configured 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://technet.microsoft.com/en?s/library/cc739638(v=ws.10).aspxv. 

 

QUESTION 11

An organization has deployed dual radio access points (APs). They have a mixture of 802.11b, g, and n clients. In this
scenario, why is it desirable to steer 802.11n enabled clients to operate in the 5 GHz band? 

A. Signals in 5 GHz band propagate further than 2.4 GHz, which enables 802.11n devices to connect at great distances 

B. 802.11n can use the higher modulation and coding schemes, which are not allowed in the 2.4 GHz band. 

C. When 802.11n devices operate in 2.4 GHz band, they prevent legacy 802.11b.g devices from connecting 

D. There are more non-overlapping channels, which increases the probability that channel bonding can be used 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

A network administrator wants to set a DNS proxy that forwards DNS traffic to a DNS Server on 10.1.1.1. 

Which HP Comware command set, executed in system-view mode, is required to set this? 

A. dns resolve dns proxy dns server 10.1.1.1 

B. dns resolve dns proxy enable dns server 10.1.1.1 

C. dns proxy resolve dns server 10.1.1.1 

D. dns proxy enable dns server 10.1.1.1 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

In 802.1XEAP-TLS, how can a network administrator control network access of corporate users? 

A. by selecting which user groups are entitled to deploy a certificate on their endpoints 

B. by selecting which endpoints are entitled to install a certificate 

C. by defining corporate users as guests 
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D. by disabling or deleting the user\\'s endpoint in User Access Manager 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

A company decides to use the local portal server function on the HP Unified Wired-WLAN controller. Which rule applies
when customizing the default authentication pages? 

A. Do not modify the logon failure page. 

B. The authentication page files must not exceed 50 MB. 

C. Do not change the names of the main authentication page files. 

D. Do not compress the authentication page files. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

In an HP BYOD solution, what does DHCP fingerprinting provide? 

A. endpoint information 

B. web browser type 

C. SSID of the connection 

D. user account information 

Correct Answer: A 
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